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In this document, we present findings from further quantitative analysis on the action
recognition results. Specifically, we compute the confusion matrices of the performance of
different models and explain the useful model properties based on our observations. We
find that graph-based models can understand actions which involve more motion better than
those where skeleton motion is very less and contains object interactions. We also show
the importance of using geometric and kinematic features instead of 3D joint locations by
performing an experiment on graph-based model of Yan et al. [2].

1

Quantitative Analysis

We compute the confusion matrices for performance of our part-based graph model, graph
model using only one part and Yan’s graph model [2]. We did not include Li’s graph model
[1] as no code has been provided by the authors to reproduce the results. The performance
for cross subject (CS) evaluation protocol is considered as it is more challenging than the
cross view (CV) evaluation protocol. The confusion matrices for different models are shown
in Figure 1 (model-1), 2 (model-2) and 3 (model-3). The recognition accuracy for each of
these models for cross subject (CS) evaluations is 85.6, 87.5 and 81.5 respectively. The
model corresponding to Figure 1 is a one-part graph model which does not divide the skeleton graph into parts and it takes a combination of relative joint coordinates DR and temporal
displacements DT as input. The model corresponding to 2 is our four-part graph model with
DR and DT as input. Finally, Figure 3 corresponds to graph-based model introduced in Yan et
al. [2] for skeleton action recognition. We proceed to identifying the action classes for which
the recognition performance is bad, explain what the reasons are for such performance, propose a possible solution and then compare performance across different classes for models
with respect to model-2.

1.1

Commonly confused classes

The confusion matrices have boxes marked around certain values. These boxes represent the
confused classes which are consistent across all models. For example, one of the boxes is
around action classes 11 & 12, which correspond to “reading” and “writing” actions. These
actions are mostly confused amongst each other and also with actions such as “playing with
the phone / tablet” or “typing on a keyboard” (actions 29 & 30 present in the other marked
box) which is clear from the confusion matrices. In all these actions, there is almost no
skeleton motion and the differences are manifested in the form of interaction with different
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